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DEVOTION TO MARY, MOTHER OF DIVINE PROVIDENCE:

A HISTORICAL TRACE

The title  "Mary, Mother of Divine Providence" is often traced to her intervention at the 

wedding in Cana. Christ's first public miracle was occasioned in part by the intercession of his 

mother. She helped through her foresight and concern to avoid an embarrassing situation for the 

newlywed couple. Our Lady of Providence is sometimes also identified as Queen of the Home. 

Around 1580, the Italian painter Scipione Pulzone painted a work entitled "Mater Divinae 

Providentiae," which depicted the Blessed Mother cradling the Infant Jesus. Devotion to Mary, Mother 

of Divine Providence began in the first house of the Congregation of the Clerics Regular of St. Paul 

(Barnabites) in Rome at San Carlo ai Catinari church in 1611, when one of the Clerics, Fr. Palma  

traveled to Loreto to pray for assistance in finding the financial resources to complete the Church of San 

Carlo. Upon his return, they received the necessary assistance, and the Barnabites began to promote 

devotion to Our Lady of Providence. 

In 1663, the Barnabites were offered a remarkable painting of the Blessed Mother 

holding the Infant Jesus in her arms by the artist Scipione Pulzone (ca. 1550-1598). It was placed on the 

altar of a chapel on the first floor of the Saint Charles rectory behind the main altar. In July 1732, an exact 

copy of the original painting was placed in a location adjacent to the main altar of the church of San Carlo ai 

Catinari with the inscription above, Mother of Divine Providence. The exposition of the painting for public 

veneration resulted in a great increase of devotion among the faithful. Numerous graces and favors were 

obtained through the intercession of Mary.                           

In 1774, Pope Benedict XIV authorized the Confraternity of Our Lady of Providence, a 

lay organization created for the purpose of promoting special works of Christian charity or piety. Pope 

Gregory XVI elevated it to an Archconfraternity in 1839. In 1888, Pope Leo XIII ordered the solemn 

crownin g of the "Miraculous Lady" and approved the Mass and Office of Mary, Mother of Divine 

Providence. Saint Pius X showed his devotion to the Madonna of San Carlo ai 

Catinari by granting permission for the Votive Mass of Mary, Mother of Divine 

Providence on all Saturdays of the year. He also approved her scapular. 

When Fr. Guanella was a director in 1876 in Trinita di Mondovi, 

there was a sanctuary 10 kilometers away that was dedicated to Mary, 

Mother of Divine Providence. He went there very often from 1876-

1908. It is from here, he cultivated the devotion to Mother of Divine 

Providence in his heart. He also celebrated Holy Mass in that sanctuary 

on 10 May 1878. Whenever he visited Rome, he never forgot to visit the 

church of San Carlo ai Catinari where the original painting of Mother of 

Divine Providence is kept for veneration. 
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Fr. Mazzucchi in “The Life, The Spirit and The Works of Father Louis Guanella” mentions that a 

Confraternity of Our Lady of Providence started in the little Chapel in the House of St. Mary. He 

mentions, “Father Louis expressed the desire that there also be established a center for the enrollment 

of the faithful, for the spiritual benefit of the society. There he erected for veneration a statue of the 

Blessed Mother honored under the title of Mother of Divine Providence, after whom the sisters are 

called and which tells of the breadth of protection and providence assured to all the Sons and Daughters 

of Father Guanella, who invoke her as their mother.” St. Guanella venerated her with the liveliest 

affection and dedicated to her his Congregation which he called, “Daughters of St. Mary of Providence” 

and chose her as the patroness of all his endeavors, pointing her out as “our dearest Mother.”

COMMUNICATION FROM THE PROVINCIAL SUPERIOR'S OFFICE:

   1. As the DPP Regulation 1 prescribes, I look forward from every community to submit Annual 
thPlan without fail before 15  November 2022.

2. Participation of every confrere of the community/residence is required when 

conferences/seminars/webinars are organized in the Province level. I highly recommend the local 

community superiors/resident in charges to plan the schedule of the community/residence 

accordingly in the future.

3. Local community superiors are highly recommended to schedule the monthly council 

meeting and send the minutes every month immediately after the meeting without fail (not once in a 

year or once in three months). 

4. Reminder for the Formators & Vocation Promoters Meet (7&8 Nov. 2022)

     

3 -      Visit to the Nanguneri Land
7 & 8 -      Formators Meet
9 -      Dindigul Visit
14 - 17 -      Plenary Meeting
21-26 -      Classes in Cuddalore

Fr. Ronald. J SdC
Provincial Superior

PROVINCIAL CALENDER 
    NOVEMBER - 2022
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MESSAGE OF HIS HOLINESS POPE FRANCIS

13 November 2022, Thirty-third Sunday in Ordinary Time

For your sakes Christ became poor (cf. 2 Cor 8:9)

  “Jesus Christ… for your sakes became poor” (cf. 2 Cor 8:9). With these words, the Apostle Paul 

addresses the first Christians of Corinth in order to encourage their efforts to show solidarity with 

their brothers and sisters in need. The World Day of the Poor comes this year as a healthy challenge, 

helping us to reflect on our style of life and on the many forms of poverty all around us.  Several months 

ago, the world was emerging from the tempest of the pandemic, showing signs of an economic 

recovery that could benefit millions of people reduced to poverty by the loss of their jobs. A patch of 

blue sky was opening that, without detracting from our sorrow at the loss of our dear ones, promised to 

bring us back to direct interpersonal relations and to socializing with one another once more without 

further prohibitions or restrictions. Now, however, a new catastrophe has appeared on the horizon, 

destined to impose on our world a very different scenario.

The war in Ukraine has now been added to the regional wars that for years have taken a heavy 

toll of death and destruction.Y et here the situation is even more complex due to the direct intervention 

of a “superpower” aimed at imposing its own will in violation of the principle of the self-determination 

of peoples. Tragic scenarios are being reenacted and once more reciprocal extortionate demands made 

by a few potentates are stifling the voice of a humanity that cries out for peace.

What great poverty is produced by the senselessness of war! Wherever we look, we can see how 

violence strikes those who are defenseless and vulnerable. We think of the deportation of thousands of 

persons, above all young boys and girls, in order to sever their roots and impose on them another 

identity. Once more the words of the Psalmist prove timely. Contemplating the destruction of 

Jerusalem and the exile of the Hebrew youth, he sang: “By the rivers of Babylon – there we sat down and 

there we wept when we remembered Zion.  On the willows there we hung up our harps. For there our 

captors asked us for songs, and our tormentors for mirth… How could we sing the Lord’s song in a 

foreign land?” (Ps 137:1-4).

FOR THE SIXTH WORLD DAY OF THE POOR
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Millions of women, children and elderly people are being 

forced to brave the danger of bombs just to find safety by 

seeking refuge as displaced persons in neighbouring 

countries. How many others remain in the war zones, 

living each day with fear and the lack of food, water, 

medical care and above all human affections? In these 

situations, reason is darkened and those who feel its 

effects are the countless ordinary people who end up 

being added to the already great numbers of those in need. 

How can we respond adequately to this situation, and to bring 

relief and peace to all these people in the grip of uncertainty and 

instability?

In this situation of great conflict, we are celebrating the Sixth World Day of the Poor. We are 

asked to reflect on the summons of the Apostle to keep our gaze fixed on Jesus, who “though he was 

rich, yet for [our] sakes became poor, so that by his poverty [we] might become rich” (cf. 2 Cor 8:9). 

During his visit to Jerusalem, Paul met with Peter, James and John, who had urged him not to forget the 

poor. The community of Jerusalem was experiencing great hardship due to a food shortage in the 

country. The Apostle immediately set about organizing a great collection to aid the poverty-stricken. 

The Christians of Corinth were very understanding and supportive. At Paul’s request, on every first day 

of the week they collected what they were able to save and all proved very generous.

From that time on, every Sunday, during the celebration of the Holy Eucharist, we have done 

the same thing, pooling our offerings so that the community can provide for the needs of the poor. It is 

something that Christians have always done with joy and a sense of responsibility, to ensure that none of 

our brothers or sisters will lack the necessities of life. We find a confirmation of this from Saint Justin 

Martyr, who wrote in the second century to the Emperor Antoninus Pius and described the Sunday 

celebration of Christians. In his words, “On Sunday we have a common assembly for all our members, 

whether they live in the city or in the outlying districts. The recollections of the apostles or the writings 

of the prophets are read, as long as there is time… The Eucharist is distributed, everyone present 

communicates, and the deacons take it to those who are absent. The wealthy, if they wish, may make a 

contribution, and they themselves decide the amount. The collection is placed in the custody of the 

presider, who uses it to help the orphans and widows and all who for any reason are in distress, whether 

because they are sick, imprisoned, or away from home. In a word, care is provided to all who are in 

need” (First Apology, LXVII, 1-6).

As for the community of Corinth, after the initial outburst of enthusiasm, their commitment 

began to falter and the initiative proposed by the Apostle lost some of its impetus. For this reason, Paul 

wrote them, asking in impassioned terms that they relaunch the collection, “so that your eagerness may 

be matched by completing it according to your means” (2 Cor 8:11).

I think at this time of the generosity that in recent years has led entire populations to open their 

doors to welcome millions of refugees from wars in the Middle East, Central Africa and now Ukraine. 

Families have opened their homes to make room for other families, and communities have generously 
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accepted many women and children in order to enable them to live with the dignity that is their due. 

Even so, the longer conflicts last, the more burdensome their consequences become. The peoples who 

offer welcome find it increasingly difficult to maintain their relief efforts; families and communities 

begin to feel burdened by a situation that continues past the emergency stage. This is the moment for us 

not to lose heart but to renew our initial motivation. The work we have begun needs to be brought to 

completion with the same sense of responsibility.

That, in effect, is precisely what solidarity is: sharing the little we have with those who have 

nothing, so that no one will go without. The sense of community and of communion as a style of life 

increases and a sense of solidarity matures. We should also consider that in some countries, over the 

past decades, families have experienced a significant increase in affluence and security. This is a positive 

result of private initiatives and favouring economic growth as well as concrete incentives to support 

families and social responsibility. The benefits in terms of security and stability can now be shared with 

those who have been forced to leave behind their homes and native countries in search of safety and 

survival. As members of civil society, let us continue to uphold the values of freedom, responsibility, 

fraternity and solidarity. And as Christians, let us always make charity, faith and hope the basis of our 

lives and our actions.

 that poverty can make you rich, think of your Lord and stop your doubting. Had he not 

been poor, you would not be rich. Here is something astonishing: poverty has become the source of 

abundant wealth. What Paul means by “wealth” [cf. 2 Cor 8:9] is the knowledge of piety, purification 

from sin, justice, sanctification and a thousand other good things that have been given us now and 

always. All these things we have thanks to poverty” (Homilies on II Corinthians, 17, 1).

 On 15 May last, I canonized Brother Charles de Foucauld, a man born rich, who gave up 

everything to follow Jesus, becoming, like him, a poor brother to all. Charles’ life as a hermit, first in 

Nazareth and then in the Saharan desert, was one of silence, prayer and sharing, an exemplary 

testimony to Christian poverty. We would do well to meditate on these words of his: “Let us not despise 

the poor, the little ones, the workers; not only are they our brothers and sisters in God, they are also 

those who most perfectly imitate Jesus in his outward life. They perfectly represent Jesus, the Worker 

of Nazareth. They are the firstborn among the elect, the first to be called to the Saviour’s crib. They 

were the regular company of Jesus, from his birth until his death… Let us honour them; let us honour 

in them the images of Jesus and his holy parents… Let us take for ourselves [the condition] that he took 

for himself… Let us never cease to be poor in everything, brothers and sisters to the poor, companions 

to the poor; may we be the poorest of the poor like Jesus, and like him love the poor and surround 

ourselves with them” ( Commentary on the Gospel of Luke, Meditation 263). [1]   For Brother 

Charles, those were not merely words, but a concrete way of living that led him to share with Jesus the 

offering of his very life.

May this 2022 World Day of the Poor be for us a moment of grace. May it enable us to make a 

personal and communal examination of conscience and to ask ourselves whether the poverty of Jesus 

Christ is our faithful companion in life.

Pope FrancisEach individual Christian and every community is called to be 
an instrument of God for the liberation and promotion of the poor, 

and for enabling them to be fully a part of society.
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The first regency meting for the 
thacademic year 2022-2023 began on 12  

October 2022 at Don Guanella Major 

Seminary. The gathering began with Angelus 

then Fr. Provincial Superior welcomed the 

regents in the name of the Province.

Fr. Benson introduced and presented 

the Basic Document for the Guanellian 

Mission. He gave a brief introduction about 

how the document was written and the sources 

of the book were built upon the Christian values. With the invitation of Fr. Benson, the regents shared some of 

the mission activities that they do in the mission places. Then, Fr. Benson slowly brought out the importance of 

the book. We find in this book about interpersonal relationship, educational activities, rehabilitations, 

assistance, pastoral works, plans and performances. He beautifully explained about the seven models and its 
ndimportance.  The 2  session was dealt by Fr. Anandhan, Director of Don Guanella Special School about the 

Profile of the Guanellian Staff. He presented the 7 chapters with power point presentation and explained the 

specialty of the Guanellian charism, educational qualities, participation, professional ethics, principles and 

rules of social justice, formation process, and finally, selection criteria. His lecture was comprised with lot of 

practical examples and experience.

After the lunch break, we assembled together along with Fr. Ronald at DPP Provincialate to chart out 

our five months experience. We all shared about our religious life, the reality of the mission, the joyous and 

difficult moments that we faced in the community. After the sharing, Fr. Ronald concluded that there are lot of 

difference between the real self and the ideal self. He encouraged to accept others with their own limitations; 

to have patience and tolerance in the mission and grow in the footsteps of Guanella. At the end of the first day 

Fr. Benson celebrated the holy mass with the note “Don't concentrate on the hurts it destroys you, but 

concentrate on the lesson, so that you will grow!”

The second day began with prayer fallowed by Eucharist celebration by Rev. Fr. Ronald. Fr. Francis 

Xavier, Director of Guanellian Communication Desk took up the first session with the title evangelization of 

the Guanellian mission through media. He introduced the official website of the congregation called 'opera don 

Guanella' then for India 'Guanellians India.' He briefly explained about the role of media in today's world. And 

then he shared about his future vision in this field of communication. He also explained about some of the 

software that are used in the video and audio editing.  After the lunch, Mrs. Deepa Devi, Principal of DGSS was 

the resources person who explained about the different types of disabilities, which are very essential for the 

entire Guanellian family. She gave inputs on 21 disabilities which are recognized by Indian government by the 

act of RPWD 2016. This session was very useful for all the regents as they do their experience in mission places. 

We hoped that it would help us to understand better our inmates/ residents. She also gave some of the practical 

examples to identify the different disability persons. On the final day, we concluded the regents meet with a day 

out. The regents meet was helpful to revisit the past and to march forward with vigor to do the mission in the 

footsteps of Don Guanella.

REGENTS MEET
                                     OCTOBER 12 – 14, 2022
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                                CELEBRATIONS BRING JOY

    ZONAL  RECOLLECTION  

                         FEAST  DAY  CELEBRATION 

stCHENNAI: On October 21 , DGSS combined 

the celebration of our Founder's Feast Day and 

Diwali at Don Guanella Special School. 

 

Everyone looked forward to the festivities that 

were organized as part of the day's activities.  To start the day, the staff planned a prayer service to 

intercede with God and St. Louis Guanella for blessings for the special children, congregation, 

community, mission, and staff. A variety of different programs were coordinated and executed to 

delight our special children. Fr. Solomon OMI and Sr. Sunita (St. Ann's Providence) were the Chief 

Guests for the day. As the day came to a close, we participated in the Diwali celebration. 

DINDIGUL: On October 22nd, the eve of our 

Founder's Feast Day, we were privileged to have 

our Zonal Day of Recollection.  The  Sivakasi, 

Madurai, and Dindugal communities gathered 

together for this special event with Fr. Provincial as 

our preacher. Fr. Provincial gave an inspiring 

reflection which was followed by our agape meal. It 

was a wonderful start and a great way to prepare for the feast day celebration. Thanks to all the fathers 

who attended for their presence and fraternity. 
  

DINDIGUL:  St. Antony's  par ish, 

Kallathupatti celebrated our founder's feast 

day in the parish on the 23rd of October, 

2022. The main celebrant was our 

Provincial superior. GLM members of 

kallathuppatti parish animated Founders' 

feast day mass and were very happy to 

receive the image of St. Louis Guanella in remembrance of the feast day celebration for their 

memories.  A lot of people came for the mass and Fr. Provincial Superior distributed prizes for the 

parish people who won in the competition such as Bible Quiz and Quiz of our Founder. The day was a 

joy-filled day to remember and celebrate the saintly life of our founder St. Louis Guanella.

                      

Diwali is 

the “festival of lights”. It celebrates the triumph of 

light over dark; good over evil; and the blessings 

of victory, freedom, and enlightenment. 
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INAUGURATION  OF  GUANELLA  KARUNAI  ILLAM

TO BE  ALONE  WITH  GOD

     
MISSION  EXPOSURE  IN  WARANGAL

DINDIGUL: Dindigul community had a simple 

inauguration celebration of Guanella Karunai Illam 

the newly built residence, blessed and opened by Fr. 

Provincial Superior.   We invited all the people who 

helped for this noble cause of building this home for 

the mentally ill. Our evening school children 

performed cultural programs that delighted the gathering. It was also a moment to introduce to the 

gathering about our mission such as parochial activities, care for the mentally ill and educational 

assistance to the poor children.

KOPPAKKA: There are many ways in which 

spiritual experiences can enrich and deepen our 

daily lives. They are God's way of “speaking” to us 

and demonstrating His Divine presence in our 

lives. Our candidates had just such an experience 

with their Annual Spiritual Exercises, for the 

academic year 2022-2023. The exercises were 
th stanimated by Rev. Fr. Savari, a Camillian priest, and extended from September 28  to October 1 . The 

topic for the first day was “Knowing Your Vocation.”  On day two, the themes of the “Reality of Life in 

the Vocational Journey” and the “Faithfulness of God” were explored. Finally, on the third day, three role 

models (Moses, Mary, and John the Baptist) were the focus of discussion and their impact on the 

discernment of one's vocation. It edified the young hearts to explore their call to serve the needy. The 

candidates were provided with ample time to reflect on their inward journey of responding to God's 

call. 
                                      

KOPPAKA: Outstanding people have 

something in common: an absolute sense of 
rd thmission and purpose. From the 3  to the 7  of 

October, Koppaka community organized an 

opportunity for our candidates to explore their 

mission and become familiar with the various 

aspects of their calling. The importance of the 

mission and the sense of community spirit. It was a formative plan to help them develop the skills 

needed for teamwork and strengthen their bond of charity. koppaka community was thankful to the 

Warangal Residence Fathers, especially the Resident in Charge, Rev. Fr. Paulraj SdC, for their 

hospitality and magnanimity. May God bless their ministry. 
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KOPPAKKA: “We become what we behold” 

(William). We shape our tools and then our tools 

shape us. Man is a tool-welding animal. Without 

tools, he is nothing, with tools he is everything. On 
ththe 8  of October, all instruments such as cars, 

bikes, bicycles, and tools were cleansed and blessed 

by Rev. Fr. Arun David who presided over the 

ceremony with a small prayer and sprinkled holy water over all the instruments. This celebration aimed  

to beseech the Divine blessing in everything, notably those things used in one's livelihood. 

KOPPAKKA: On October 20th, Koppaka 

community celebrated our Founder's Feast Day 

together with the neighboring religious,  DSMP 

sisters, GLM, and 13 beneficiaries from four 

substations (Ankannagudem, Koppakagudem, 

Singavaram & Koppaka). Rev. Fr. Ronald SdC, 

Provincial Superior, presided over the Holy 

Eucharist. In his sermon, Fr. Ronald shared that our 

Founder wanted fathers, sisters, beneficiaries, and lay collaborators to join together to perform the 

Charity of Christ. We have to give up caste, creed, language, and color to grow together to become 

holy. At the end of the Holy Eucharist, the beneficiaries were honored with small gift packages of 

grocery items and a bed sheet. With the cutting of the cake and a festive meal, the celebration ended. 
                                   

WARANGAL:  Our Founder, St. Louis 

Guanella, used the phrase “It is God Who Does” 

to open each house and recommended that 

future house members continue the custom of 

opening under this banner. Along with our 

Founder and the Providence of God, we have 

stepped into the third year of our presence in the 

Diocese of Warangal. On  October 24, 2022, we 

celebrated our Founder, St. Louis Guanella's, feast day. Joining us for this celebration were our Bishop, 

Most. Rev. Udumala Bala, Fr. Ronald  Provincial Superior, Deanery fathers, and our community 

fathers from Vatluru and Koppakka. Families from the local parish also attended. Additionally, an 

invitation was extended to forty special children along with their parents. Each family received 10 kg of 

rice in the name of our Founder. A wonderful time was shared by all who celebrated with us. 

AYUDHA  POOJA

TOGETHER  TO BECOME  HOLY 

“ IT IS GOD WHO DOES”
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OUR FATHER AND FOUNDER

THE MONTH OF ROSARY

FOUNDER FEAST CELEBRATION

VATLURU:  The entire world is our homeland. The Guanellian spirit seeks to extend Christ's charity 

to the entire world. We were indeed honored and glad to have our Rev. Fr. J. Ronald SdC, Provincial 

Superior, visit us for the commemoration of Our Father and Founder, St. Louis Guanella's Feast. We 

began on October 19, 2022, with the celebration of the Holy Eucharist. In his homily, Fr. Ronald 

reflected on the Word of God saying, "Our charity must touch the hearts of everyone in the society.” 

Following Mass, we were able to distribute sarees, lungis, and towels to elderly people. It brought us 
rdimmense joy to reach out to these people. On October 23  we celebrated the feast of our Founder in 

the Sacred Heart Church, Vatluru. The day was made even more special because 12 of our Boys' Home 

young men received First Holy Communion. The celebration ended with a meal for all the faithful of 

the parish sponsored by the GLM.

VATLURU:  “Give me an army saying the Rosary and I 

will conquer the world.” – Blessed Pope Pius IX. 

October is the month that the Catholic Church 

dedicates to the devotion of the Holy Rosary. At the 

Sacred Heart Church in Vatluru, we honored the 

Blessed Mother by reciting the Rosary for an entire 

day. All the faithful devotedly participated in the Holy Rosary and obtained the blessings of our Blessed 

Virgin Mary.

MADURAI: On Oct 26th, the St. Joseph Special 

School happily celebrated the Feast of our father 

and Founder, St. Louis Guanella. Our theme for 

the event was “TO BE LOVE AND TO BE THE 

CHANGE”. The school campus was filled with 

the cheerful faces of the children in their festive 

attire. Fr. Arul Raj SdC, the Superior of the 
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Community, was the main celebrant of the Holy Eucharist. Other confreres exemplified the 

Guanellian spirit with their valuable contributions. As our Founder often said, “Simplicity opens the 

door to holiness” and “The differently-abled, the aged, and the orphans are God's treasures”. It was an 

edifying event and many of the parents and teachers, in this multi-religious context, expressed this 

sentiment. The spirit of our Founder and his presence through us to support the cause and growth of the 

differently abled in society is greatly appreciated. 

ANTHONIYARPURAM: Bible Sunday was organized 

in our Anthoniyarpuram Parish on the 2nd of October. 

The children were involved in the catechetical 

program and exhibited their various talents to the 

parishioners.  They brought the Gospels to life with 

skits, drawings, and decorations. It was a good, pious 

education for the faithful. Our parish priest awarded 

the prize winner with a Holy Bible and runners-up 

received some basic stationaries as encouraging gifts participants in the Bible Sunday were thanked for 

their hard work and initiative.

BANGALORE: Mental health and wellness 

are always global priorities but especially this 

year in light of COVID. We decided to focus an 

educational program this year on the topic of 

“COVID and its impact on mental health”.  

Eighteen first-year master's level students of 

Counselling Psychology from Montfort 

Institute of Advanced Studies conducted an outreach program on October 13th for the elderly people 

of Don Guanella Aged Home.  The event began with the students introducing themselves to our elderly 

residents.  The residents were next asked to share their wisdom about how to live happy lives. After 

introductions, the day proceeded with physical activities such as musical chairs, passing a ball around, 

dancing, and singing. Time was also spent on reflection and meditation to enhance mental well-being. 

During lunchtime, the students helped serve and feed the residents and then joined the members for 

lunch. Everyone has very fond memories to cherish and carry forward in their lives from the events of 

the day.

BANGALORE: The students of Kristhu Jayanti College spent a beautiful day in which they interacted 

with the elderly in Don Guanella Aged Home on October 19, 2022. The program was set up for the 

graduate students of the BBA department to spend a half-day at our home. The students had individual 

conversations with the residents as well as engaged in group activities and cultural events. Party games 

                   
                  BIBLE SUNDAY

MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS DAY

QUALITY TIME FOR QUALITY EDUCATION
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were also on the agenda. The grandpas were so 

happy to participate and did so with joy and 

excitement. The students were thankful for the 

hospitality of Guanellian Fathers and promised 

to volunteer on many more occasions as a way to 

reach out to the poor and needy.

                                            

WORLD DIFFERENTLY ABLED DAY

NOVENA  TO  THE  FOUNDER

KUMBAKONAM: “This is the day the Lord has 

made. Let us be glad and rejoice in it.” The first 

World Differently Abled Day was held on October 
th15  at Our Lady of Divine Providence Church in 

collaboration with Guanellian sisters, GLM 

members, benefactors, and parishioners, an event 

for 50 differently abled students from 

Kumbakonam and an institution was organized. The celebration began with a cultural program. Fr. 

Philomendoss, VF, and the parish priest of the cathedral church attended. In his talk, Fr. Philomendoss 

noted that the Christian faith defended differently-abled people right from its origin. He also noted 

that Our Lord Jesus was the first man in history to speak about the social responsibility of human beings 

toward suffering and differently-abled people. The chief guest, Mr. Kudathai Arasan (politician), 

expressed his appreciation for the work of the fathers and said he would help in all ways possible. The 

Evening School Children and Guanellian youth demonstrated their talents through dances and songs, 

which delighted the gathering. Gifts were distributed to all the participants. The chief guests, GLM, and 

well-wishers of the day appreciated the service of the Guanellian family. The day ended with a delicious 

meal arranged by the GYM and GLM members.
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KUMBAKONAM:  In the footsteps of St. Guanella, we walk to Christ. October is a special month in 

honour of St Louis Guanella at Our Lady of Divine Providence Church. Novena to the Founder began 

on Friday, evening October 21st when Fr. J. David hoisted the flag. This was followed by Mass in which 

many faithful participated with devotion. On October 22nd, Our Lady of Providence Church 

welcomed a vicariate priest, parishioners, faithful of all substations, benefactors, beneficiaries, 

brothers, sisters, GLM members, and religious from other congregations to participate in a Mass. The 

Novena celebration concluded the next day with Sunday Mass in which, fifteen Guanellian Lay 

Movement members made their pledge to faithfully follow in the footsteps of our Founder. Fr. 

Bernandas accepted their pledge on behalf of the province for one year. After Mass, Fr. David lowered 

the flag and blessed everyone with a relic of St. Guanella.

KUMBAKONAM: The Our Lady of Providence 

Church campus was filled with intercessions to 

Mother Mary. In a special way in the month of 

October, a 1000 bead rosary was organized on 

October 7th, the Feast of the Holy Rosary. The 

culmination of the day was a grand Holy Mass 

celebrated in Jebamali Puram, which ended with 

the Mother Mary car procession. Throughout the month, it was good to see everyone at their home 

praying the Rosary before the Blessed Mother. A statue of Mother Mary was given to all substations to 

pray the rosary in every house. Then a Guanellian youth group organized a family youth rosary in a 

youth individual's house. All the members participated in these pious and holy activities.

FEAST OF  THE HOLY  ROSARY

FEAST OF ST. LOUIS  GUANELLA

KRISHNAPERI: Krishnaperi community celebrated the Feast of St. Louis Guanella on October 21, 

2022, at St. Paul's Boys Hostel. Teachers and students from the school joined the festivities as did many 

differently-abled people in the area. We also invited all the priests from the Virudhunagar Vicariate. Fr. 

Antony Lourduraj presided over the Mass and preached about our Founder and his sufferings in his 

mission. He also emphasized the ways a person suffers in this world. Fr. Chandra Navis thanked 

everyone for attending and participating. After the Mass, we gave delicious food to all those who 

participated in the feast celebration. We thanked the teachers, students, fathers, and sisters who helped 

to arrange and prepare for the feast of St. Louis Guanella.
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AYUDHA POOJA 

DISASTER  RISK  REDUCTION  DAY

SIVAGAGAI: It has been the tradition or the culture of 

our country, especially in Tamil Nadu to give thanks to 

all the instruments that help us to live our life. 

Yesuvanam community celebrated this day along with 

the children and domestic staff. Rev.Fr. Peter Sebastian 

superior of the community briefly explained the 

importance of the day, blessed all the instruments and 

vehicles, and gave thanks to the almighty Father for 

providing all the needs. Our cook prepared traditional rituals for the objects and shared the joy with 

sweets and snacks. Thereafter the children were taken for a ride and all enjoyed the sightseeing.  

SIVAGAGAI: The International Day for Disaster Risk 

Reduction was started in 1989, by the United Nation 

general assembly, a day to promote a global culture of 

risk awareness and disaster reduction. In view of 

celebrating this day, St. Guanenlla Anbagam special 

school took the stand to bring awareness and 

exposure by planting a sapling. The assistant DDAWO 

Mr. Senthil Kumar also brought some lemon saplings and planted them in our garden along with our 

school children. Then our children went around collecting all the plastics and cleansing the school 

vicinity. 

JOYFUL  CELEBRATION 

SIVAGAGAI: 

as Guanellains to celebrate the joyful day of the feast of 

our holy founder St. Louis Guanella. The feast was 

celebrated for two days. The first on 24th October in 

the chapel with our residents and staff. Fr. Sachin 

celebrated the Feast Mass, Fr. George preached the 

homily, Fr. Arputharaj played a celestial hymn during 

the mass, & Fr. Peter gave a solemn blessing through 

the relic of our founder . Thereafter Fr. Superior cut the 

cake along with our good child and shared the cake with all. The Second celebration was on the 30th 

celebrated with the evening school children, who were brought by our school bus from different 

villages. After their arrival, the children were shown a documentary movie on the life of our founder 

and about the yesuvanam community. After the lunch children performed some cultural programs and 

prizes were distributed to the winners of the various competition conducted by the teachers. In the 

evening after the snacks all were dropped back to their home safely.

It was the day for our whole congregation 
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CHELSEA – The Italian-American community in the greater Detroit area celebrates Columbus Day in 

a big way. The activities span the course of a week and include Masses, parades, and a gala event that 

honors outstanding achievements by Italian Americans. This year, the Humanitarian of the Year Award 

was presented to Fr. Enzo Addario. On Tuesday, October 4th, the Columbus Day Celebration 

Committee traveled to Lansing MI to present official proclamations to the honors at the Michigan State 

Capital. On Sunday, October 9th, the honors were recognized and presented their awards at the gala 

celebration held at the Italian American Cultural Society. Nearly 300 people gathered to celebrate the 

contributions made to society by Italians thanks to the efforts of Christopher Columbus. 

CHELSEA - On Tuesday, October 4th Congressman 

Tim  Walberg stopped for a visit at St. Louis Center. 

He was given a quick tour and an update on a project 

he has been helping them get off the ground. When all 

of the details have been completely worked out an 

official announcement can be made about the good 

that will happen for the residents of St. Louis Center.

CHELSEA - On the feast of our Lady of Rosary, the 

residents at St. Louis Center gathered in the chapel to 

pray the Rosary together. The Rosary was animated by 

one of the residents, and everyone participated with 

devotion. The residents brought up many intentions to 

pray. Some of them are for the victims of hurricane Ian 

                         FR. ENZO PROCLAMATION  AND  AWARD  –  COLUMBUS DAY

TIM  WALBERG  VISIT

 
RESIDENTS PRAY THE ROSARY
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which caused widespread damage across the southeast United States, the victims of the Russia-Ukraine 

war, the babies killed by abortion, and the sick who asked the residents to pray for them. Each one said 

their intentions and prayed, holding the Rosary. After every decade, all sang “Ave, Ave, Ave Maria". At 

the end of the Rosary, a special moment of prayer for the intention of the Pope was offered. We sang a 

hymn to our Lady. During this month, dedicated to our Lady of Rosary, residents pray the Rosary every 

Tuesday and Friday in the chapel.

CHELSEA - Saturday, October 22nd was the 

culmination of several months' work of work 

by a dedicated committee. This was the 35th 

consecutive year for this event that benefits the 

residents of St. Louis Center. Cindy Lesser was 

recognized for the 35 years she has been the St. 

Louis Center Office, Manager. Guanellian 

Cooperators Norman and Kathy Neuman 

were honored with the Founders Award for the many years they have both spent volunteering, 

fundraising, and assisting the Servants of Charity at the St. Louis Center. The event was held at St. Mary 

Church with about 150 people in attendance. They had the opportunity to bid on many beautiful items 

that were donated by area businesses and St. Louis Center supporters. A young Broadway singer who 

has recently moved to the Chelsea area even performed several songs before dinner. 

After weeks of planning, inviting, and decorating the October 26th event was underway. The 

staff set up a "Haunted Hall." The kitchen planned and prepared a spooky meal not only for the 

residents but for everyone who attended. There were Halloween-themed activities and of course 

plenty of treats. The event drew 37 vehicles, a dozen or so volunteers, and even a DJ. After dinner, the 

Haunted Hall was the favorite destination. The St. Louis Center Direct Care Supervisors organized this 

endeavor. They had different staff decorate some of the rooms and arranged for 'actors' to help make the 

experience frightful. Many of the community members who attended the event raved about how well 

done and truly scary the Haunted Hall was.

FALL DINNER AUCTION

 TRUNK  OR  TREAT 
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While the Haunted Hall terrified all who dared to enter, Halloween games and activities were 

also offered for those who were not up for the scare. They got the chance to colour Halloween pictures, 

knock over the ghosts, ring the witch hats, and dig through the sensory bin for toys and treats. The 

headlining event was the Trunk or Treating happening out front. There were plenty of treats to be had. 

Participants were also quite creative with their trunk decor. The Addams Family made a showing, 

Captain America, Cookie Monster, some punk rockers, and plenty of skeletons and Jack O' Lanterns 

adorned the trunks. HB Fuller Adhesives Company sent some of their staff to be sure the fun was at a 

maximum with the DJ sounds of Dan Hutchison and his dancing dinosaur. Prizes were awarded to the 

top two Trunks. Second place went to the HB Fuller Cookie Monster and DJ combination. The first 

prize was reserved for the amazing efforts of Chelsea's own 'Addams Family.’

CHELSEA – For the second year in a row, the Day 

Program staff organized two teams for a spooky food 

challenge in the spirit of Halloween. The 'Cool Black 

Cat Crew' served Pumpkin Spew, Graveyard 

Massacre, Ghosts in the Graveyard, Urine Samples, 

and Skellington Pops. The concoctions created by the 

'Sage Ghoul Gang' included Hocus Pocus Spellbook 

Brownies, Rotten Eggs, Boo-Berries, Murder Cakes, 

and Brain Jam. There was a great selection of desserts and savory foods for all of the staff and residents 

to try. After completing the taste test, each person was asked to vote on their favorite foods and the 

creativity of the cooks. This was a fun way for both staff and residents to showcase their talents. The 

event was held on October 27th in the St. Louis Center gym.

 

 
 Sacred Heart Family was so privileged to host a fall dinner in honor Fr. Silvio on his Golden 

thJubilee of his Religious Life on 15  october. It was a great occasion that more than 150 parishioners and 

friends participated in the dinner where Two Indian Traditional Dances namely Parathanatiyam and 

Kummy were performed by Indian friends. Fr. David Stawasz took part in the celebration as 

representative of St. Louis Center and Everyone was happy for Fr. Silvio's ministry at Sacred Heart for 

these years.

    

SPOOKY BAKE-OFF

  
GOLDEN JUBILEE
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NOVEMBER 
Birthdays

01   - Fr. Praveen Jeba Kumar
04   - Fr. Charles Promiyo
06   - Fr. Peter Joseph. P
12   - Bro. Charles Xavier
17   - Fr. Addari Enzo
19   - Fr. Praveenraj. L
21   - Bro. Solomon Raja
23   - Fr. Joseph Fernandez. S
26   - Bro. Sachinson M.
27   - Fr. John Peter A.
29   - Fr. Achariyam
30   - Fr. Adaikalam

Feast Days
04 - Fr. Charles Promiyo /  
    Bro. Carlos Nayak. N
10 - Fr. Leo Joseph. X
21. Fr. Arulraj | 
      Fr. Badugu Christuraj

ORDINATION 
ANNIVERSARY

11.  Fr. ArunDavid / 
       Fr. Arokia Nathan / 
       Fr. Bosco Yesuraj / 
       Fr. Francis xavier /  
       Fr. Kulandai. P / 
       Fr. Praveen.L / 
       Fr. Rajesh Kumar / 
       Fr. Solomon Raja / 
       Fr. Irudhayaraj

22 - Fr. Dennis M. Weber

We are like a little chicks 
under the wings of Divine Providence
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